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Solution description

low density
expansion of the city centre
infrastructure, business and
tourism-oriented
tech hub - job openings
marine
parks 
recreation
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1 - infrastructure
2 - mixed use
3 - parks
4 - commercial
5 -tourism
6 - buffer
7 - industrial
8 - recreation
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Solution description

buildings of smaller height to
keep the views from the D8 road
walk-friendly
profit generating - tourism
solar panels
boat reparation
tech hub - business hotspot
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Technical approach

carrying out tests on a minimum of 200 samples  taken from the entire
area
filling the artificial lake with slag and old factory debris



any excess of old factory debris would be used to make terraced slope
on the eastern side of the site



any excess of slag wold be used as aggregate for concrete walkway on
the site (Zelić, 2005) - additional tests required



Fe-clay layer used as a barrier over slag
reduction of Cr(VI) by Fe(II) released from the surface of the clay
minerals in the aqueous phase (Kwak et al., 2018)

gravel and geotextile over clay layer
cement stabilization
soil or concrete over that layers
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Ecological sustainability

RISK ASSESSMENT
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Ecological sustainability

direct impact-reducing the amount of potentially toxic elements from
the sea and stopping the speed of airborne particulate matter (PM)
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Ecological sustainability

biocenosis will improve
not exploiting green surfaces
no deforestation
locals are not commuting 
solar pannels
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Social sustainability

new jobs in the local community
motivating community revitalization by including local people in
the early stages of planning and development
growth of the local tax base by increasing area property values 
infrastructure needed for development is already nearby 
social areas, playing fields, sitting areas, walkways
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Economic sustainability

SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

industrial heritage
accessible and attractive location
non-existing urban planning
urban regeneration

negative effects on the
environment, pollution
negative scene next to the tourist
site
ownership

employment
mostly public open space
financing of investment from
the European funds 

no interest shown by locals or
tourists
illegal landfills



BENEFITS from profit from elite
tourism, local entrepreneurship,
earnings from ship repairs and

boat berths rental
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Economic sustainability

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

COSTS of analysis, sea
remediation, construction,
maintenance, monitoring
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